Protecting state and local government from

Cyberattacks and Breaches

Attackers seek data and disruption
State and local governments face
growing cyber challenges despite staff
shortages and budget constraints
Election officials are watching how
states respond to cyberattacks
As Targets, states need to be
prepared for the 2020 election

Ransomware attack hits
North Carolina governments

Ransomware attacks map
chronicles a growing threat

Counties need cyber
disaster plans, too

CISA and states tell Senate more
cybersecurity resources needed

Imagine if this were possible.
Protected citizen
and mission data

Cyber risks efficiently
managed

Secure voter and
election systems

Safe email and
web access

Cyber aware,
enabled employees

We help state and local governments make this a reality every day.

Here’s where to begin.
Start with our advanced defenses that are simple to deploy and incredibly effective.

Cisco Umbrella

Risky websites

See for yourself

Security for the way we work today

Malicious code
Phishing attacks

Cisco Email Security

Office 365 Security

Check it out

Advanced email security that just works

Harmful attachments
USB stick malware
Ransomware

Cisco AMP for Endpoints

Learn how

Duo Security

Take a look

The endpoint security you need

Stolen credentials
Outdated devices
Brute force attacks

Modern, effective multi-factor authentication

Make everyone part of the solution.
We can help you educate your employees to be more cyber aware
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Be ready for the unexpected.

It’s easy to work with us.

Let our experts help you with your
incident response plan and more.

Get great buying program benefits
when you invest in three or more
security products.
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•
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Readiness assessments
IR Plans and playbooks
Emergency response
Compromise assessments

• Budgets go further
• Predictable biling

Cisco Talos Incident Response

Security Choice enterprise agreement

Learn more

Learn more

And there’s so much more.
Check out our
free trials

Learn more
about our
security solutions

Talk to
us today!

Start here

Show me now

Contact Cisco
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